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Hello!
MESSAGE FROM
LSA DIRECTOR
“The growth and development
of people is the highest calling
of leadership”

We are proud to introduce the Lesedi Skills
Academy to you. Training and development
is a learning process that involves the
acquisition of knowledge, the sharpening
of skills, and the changing of attitudes and
behaviour to enhance the performance of
employees in an organisation. As a service
provider in the engineering industry, the
Lesedi Skills Academy guarantees focused
training programmes that will lead to safetyoriented and productive technical staff.
The Lesedi Skills Academy was established to
upskill employed and unemployed learners
providing them with the knowledge and skills
to progress in the Mechanical Engineering
and related fields. We aim to bring back pride
in artisanship and engineering disciplines,
improving workmanship, as well as creating
promotion opportunities.
At the point of programme exit, learners
are adequately equipped as skilled artisans
and are instilled with a global level of
occupational health and safety requirements,
technical knowledge and skills, and human
performance tools - elements not covered in
conventional artisan programmes.

Nicky van der Poel
Managing Director

I am extremely proud to be Director of the
Lesedi Skills Academy and look forward to
growing the offering and expertise of this
institution to serve the needs of the South
African industry.

WWW.LESEDISA . COM
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OUR HISTORY
The Lesedi Skills Academy (LSA) is the brainchild of leaders in the power industry. Established in 2001, Lesedi Nuclear
Services (a majority shareholder in the academy) is a leading African engineering, procurement and construction (EPC),
and maintenance company with a long history in nuclear, industrial power, mining, oil and gas industries.
At specific times, Lesedi Nuclear Services requires technical human resources ranging from semi-skilled workers,
artisans, technicians and team leaders for all industries in which Lesedi operates, locally and internationally. It is through
this need that Lesedi Nuclear Services established the academy to proactively address its skills challenges.

OUR IDENTITY
Icon
The circle at the top of our logo symbolises the learner who has successfully
developed skills and is reaching for greater heights. The power plant
represents the academy and its detailed development courses.

Typography
The LESEDI logo remains as it is, with the strong bold caps. ‘LESEDI’ means
‘light’ and has been adopted from our majority shareholder (Lesedi Nuclear
Services). The nuclear symbol indicates our relationship with Lesedi, our
majority shareholder and founder.

OUR ACCREDITATIONS

“We ensure that mechanical
staff are proficiently
trained and requalified
on a continuous basis to
address the needs and fulfil
the expectations of the
industries which we serve.”
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WHY WE DO IT
Our Commitment

Our Mission

Skills development is critical to the economy: at all levels

The Lesedi Skills Academy will work together with all

of employment, one needs to be skilled. Government is

stakeholders and partners to develop artisans and

aware that skills development in the past was limited to

technical professionals to equip them with the knowledge,

the minority and most people had limited access. Skills

skills and attitudes to give them utility value that will be

development is a critical requirement to allow the majority

evident in their productivity and efficiency.

to enter the formal job market. To further underpin
the importance of skills development, President Cyril
Ramaphosa launched the Youth Employment Service

Our Vision

(YES) programme, which is aimed at improving the dire
employment outlook for young job seekers between

The Lesedi Skills Academy aims to expand the skills base

the ages of 18 and 35, by offering paid work experience

for the South African nuclear, industrial power, oil and

and, therefore, inclusion in the economy. The South

gas, and mining industries by providing relevant technical

African business sector had agreed, as part of the YES

skills of the highest quality.

programme, to partner and create 300 000 internships
per year for following three years for unemployed youth.

Our Brand Promise

To date, the academy has trained over 100 learners
of whom the majority are residents in Atlantis, 40km

Our Brand Promise is to up-skill your employed and

north of Cape Town. The skills developed through this

unemployed learners giving them the knowledge and

programme not only assists the community in Atlantis

skills and the edge, to progress in the engineering field.

to tap into opportunities (such as the proposed Atlantis

Lesedi Skills Academy aims to bring back the pride in

Special Economic Zone), but the Academy has extended

engineering and improving workmanship, as well as

its training programme to other industry partners across

promotion opportunities.

the country.

WWW.LESEDISA . COM
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WHAT WE DO
Training Programmes

Training Facilities

The Lesedi Skills Academy offers formal mechanical

As the academy is fully accredited to offer Mechanical

artisan training programmes, as well as customised

Fitting Artisan training, all the equipment meets the

training programmes to meet our clients’ operational

required quality standards. Students get training on live

requirements:

apparatus such as gearboxes, v-belts, chain drives and

• Mechanical fitting apprenticeships

centrifugal pumps; and the brake system has also been

• Mechanical fitting learnerships

set with a torque wrench to ensure that the settings on

• Skills programmes

the system are correct. A strong emphasis is placed on

• Assist with ARPL for mechanical fitting

practical work.

• Practical revision in preparation for trade tests
• Gap analysis

Accreditations
Highly Trained and
Qualified Staff

• MerSETA (accreditation number 17-QA/ACC/1157/15)
• QCTO (SDP1228/17/003001)
• Registered with Department of Higher Education

• Qualified artisans with instructor training
• Registered assessors and moderators

and Training
• B-BBEE level 2

• All trainers are registered with NAMB and MerSETA
• All training is conducted on a ratio of one qualified
technical instructor to 16 students
• During assessments, each student is placed with their
own assessor

Company Incentives:
Grants and Tax Benefits

• Learners get world class training from qualified
instructors with experience gained in fossil, hydro

Companies that pay skills levies would be eligible to claim

and nuclear plants, mining, maintenance, construction,

grants for training from their relevant SETA’s. Via SARS,

hydraulics and chemical engineering

companies could qualify for tax exemption for learners

• External moderation: our staff are utilised by NAMB to
assist with external moderation for trade testing at
various centres

and apprentices.
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OUR COURSES
Mechanical Fitter Apprenticeship
The Lesedi Skills Academy offers the accredited MerSETA mechanical fitting
artisan apprenticeship which usually runs over a 3-year period.
- Mechanical fitter course 653303
Entry into the apprenticeship will require that learners hold a completed N2
qualification with mathematics, science, technical drawing and trade theory.

The curriculum for this programme includes:

• Pipes and fitting/tubing

• Lifting equipment and basic rigging

• Pumps

• Maintenance philosophies

• Sealing components

• Alignment

• Valves

• Bearings

• Benchwork

• Belts and chain drives

• Drawings and sketches

• Brakes and clutches

• Fasteners and locking devices

• Conveyors

• The use and care of hand tools

• Couplings

• Material types

• Filters and strainers

• Measuring equipment and marking-off tools

• Gearboxes

• Power and air tools

• Heat exchanges

• Workshop tools and machines

• Hydraulics and pneumatics (theory and practical)

• Welding

• Lubrication

Learnerships
The Lesedi Skills Academy offers the accredited MerSETA mechanical fitting artisan learnership which runs over a 3-year
period. This programme requires a structured learning component and practical workplace experience.
• National certificate: Mechanical Engineering:
Fitting: Manufacturing and Engineering course 63469

• National Certificate: Mechanical Engineering:
Fitting: Manufacturing and Engineering course 63473

WWW.LESEDISA . COM
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Artisan Recognition of Prior Learning (ARPL)
Through the recognition of prior learning process, employees with prior
learning can be formally recognised in terms of registered qualifications and
unit standards. The Lesedi Skills Academy can assist in identifying whether
additional training may be required before a trade test is conducted.
•

Section 28/13 (new section 26D) (RPL)

Practical revision in
preparation for a trade test

Gap analysis

The Lesedi Skills Academy can offer training to learners in

This can be done as part of your selection process for the

preparation for their trade test.

appointment of mechanical staff as well as identification
of specific gaps for embarking on an ARPL process
conducted.

CONTACT US
Lesedi Skills Academy
9 Novell Building, Corner of Neil Hare & John Dreyer str.,
Atlantis, Cape Town, South Africa, 7349
Tel: 021 556 0783
Fax: 086 681 4946 / 086 679 5740
Cell: 072 989 9990 / 084 250 0885
Natasha Africa
Operations Director
+27 21 525 1350
+27 729 293 885

info@lesedisa.com

Natasha.Africa@lesedisa.com

www.lesedisa.com

